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THE NNB JAMIAT’S CLUTCH AT STRAWS –

OUR RESPONSE

In a desperate damage-control attempt – attempting to salvage its tattered and torn
image – ruined and destroyed by its promotion of flagrant kufr, fisq and fujoor, blatantly
portrayed at the zina conference, the NNB jamiat’s cartel of vile molvis, issued a
deplorably haraam statement, captioned ‘Deplorable Politicking’ in which it further
confirms its anti-Islam bias.

Instead of honourably conceding the gigantic blunder of having promoted the haraam so-called
‘marriage’ conference in which starred the kaafir CLOWN who, with the connivance of the
organizers had abominably slandered and disparaged Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam),
Hadhrat Aishah Siddiqah (Radhiyallahu anha) and Hadhrat Abu Hurairah (Radhiyallahu anhu),
the NNB jamiat’s Clique of fussaaq and fujjaar molvis scandalously accuse the thousands of
Muslims of spreading misinformation.

It should be remembered that in the aftermath of the kaafir CLOWN’s kufr, there was a
tumultuous uproar which culminated in almost 2000 participants walking out of the zina hall. It
should also be understood that all those who had staged the walk-out were modernists with
loose Deeni ties. Nevertheless, the kufr of the CLOWN was too much for even these
modernists to digest. Whilst even these thousands of modernists were appalled and disgusted
at the public mockery of the Deen made by the kaafir CLOWN, the NNB cartel professing to be
‘ulama’ insanely defend the abominable debacle. They seek to water down and make
acceptable the transpirations of kufr fisq and fujoor which they had so passionately promoted.

Now they accuse those who are standing up in defence of the honour of Rasulullah (Sallallahu
alayhi wasallam) of ‘politicking’. In fact, their life is being expended in kufr politicking to find
fulfilment for their voracious hubb-e-jah and hub-e-maal appetites. They find comfortable
homes in every un-Islamic and anti-Islamic function in which a host of haraam activities prevail.
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The cartel of evil molvis of the NNB jamiat who has participated in the haraam zina conference
has to assume direct responsibility for the kufr antics of the kaafir CLOWN. They should now
not seek to exculpate themselves from the villainy and notoriety disgorged by that horrible
Shaitaan in human form. These molvis are responsible for the kufr vomited by the kaafir
CLOWN. They dare not exonerate themselves,. They had promoted the evil function of the
devil.

It should also be remembered that besides the kaafir CLOWN, the function was a
conglomeration of haraam activities – intermingling of sexes, music, lewd talk, bedroom
scenarios, videoing, photography, filth and moral pollution – the kufr disgorged by the kaafir
CLOWN was the epitome of shaitaan’s function. These villain molvis are condemned and
damned for the deluge of haraam which they had promoted. Never was Islam and its noble
Personages so vilified and disparaged in South Africa so much as has been observed and
witnessed by thousands at this immoral zina event conducted under the auspices of the NNB
jamiat’s ulama-e-soo’. When kuffaar insult and mock at Islam, it is understandable. But when
Muslims – or professed Muslims – flagrantly and publicly descend into this pit of faeces, then
Islam commands that if it is in an Islamic state, they should be executed. But the NNB jamiat’s
shaitaani molvis issue statements in vindication of the villainy which has transpired. Indeed,
they are the “worst of humanity under the canopy of the sky” as stated by Rasulullah
(Sallallahu alayhi wasallam).

They are the shayaateenul ins guilty of kufr politicking. They cannot escape the consequences
of their villainous perpetrations. Besides this dunya, tomorrow is Qiyaamah – and it will be soon
– where they shall be hauled in the Divine Presence to account for their aiding and abetting the
kaafir CLOWN and promoting the haraam function riddled with filth and immorality. Try to
digest the filthy statement of the CLOWN – the immorality which he directed to a lewd woman
sitting in the crowd. Imagine the shaitaan speaking from a public stage accusing the woman of
staring at his
satr!!!! Can this CLOWN be a Muslim human
being? Is it possible for a genuine Muslim to acquit himself in such a horrible lewd manner?

The NNB jamiat’s stupid evil molvis think that all Muslims are idiots, hence they are at extreme
pains to convey the idea that they were “constrained to attend the” immoral function of zina. No
one is so stupid to swallow this stupid canard.

The stupid molvis labouring to justify their participation in and promotion of the haraam
immoral function say that they were constrained to attend “keeping with their role function within
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mainstream society”.
Absolutely
ludicrous and laughable. What constrains Ulama to participate in an immoral function where all
forms of zina are portrayed and promoted? What is their role in mainstream society? What role
halaalizes haraam and immorality? Is their stupid role function an abrogater of Allah’s Shariah?
Is appeasing ‘mainstream society’ valid justification for courting the Wrath and Displeasure of
Allah Azza Wa Jal? Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:

“He who seeks the pleasure of people (of mainstream society), and in this pursuit displeases
Allah, Allah will cast him to the people.”

This shaitaani ‘principle’ of these vile molvis more than adequately demonstrates their
shaityaaniyat – that they are devils in human form as mentioned by Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi
wasallam). Added to their stupidity is their deceit and satanism. They justify haraam in pursuit
of their satanic ‘role function’. For whom are they seeking to deceive with such stupid
politicking? Every Muslim of healthy Imaan understands and believes that no ‘role function’
can ever override the Shariah.

The NNB jamiat’s claim of them following the example of the ‘illustrious predecessors’ is a
gigantic satanic LIE. Every step of the lives of the illustrious predecessors is in violent
opposition to every move of filth, immorality, fisq, fujoor and kufr which was the order of the
day at the zina conference. These evil molvis are slandering the illustrious predecessors who
were glittering examples of the Sunnah and from whom exuded nothing but such taqwa
which is ‘haraam’ according to the villains of the NNB jamiat. They are guilty of smearing the
august personalities of Islam – our illustrious predecessors – with their kufr lies and slander.

Muslims should understand that Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) did not blurt out
statements without thinking. His every prediction is the effect of Wahi (divine revelation). He
said that there will be such ulama who will have to circumambulate their own intestines in
Jahannam. Who are the candidates for this disgraceful and horrible punishment? They are the
likes of Reverend Abraham Bham, Sooliman Moola, Junaid Karsany, menk and the rest of the
illegitimate cartel who are conniving against the Deen and actively undermining Islam by means
of halaalizing numerous prohibitions of Islam. They are the Agents of Iblees in human form. May
Allah Ta’ala save the Ummah from their villainy.
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